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MODELLERS CENTRAL’S “KRAIT”

Photos and commentary by Mike Barton
This is a very plain and unadorned vessel but its amazing history is
the reason I purchased this model kit (Modellers Central brand).
A summary of its history (taken from the kit instructions):
As the Japanese forces threatened Singapore and after the British
surrender to the Japanese in Feb 1942, civilians fled in boats and
ships of all sizes. Amid the chaos, Australian master mariner Bill
Reynolds had salvaged a small rundown Japanese fishing trawler
named Kofuku Maru.
Reynolds made his escape from Singapore and used this vessel to
rescue civilians from outlying islands and survivors of ships sunk by
Japanese aircraft. During these rescues, Reynolds realised the
Kofuku Maru was not being targeted by Japanese aircraft or surface vessels.
Through this rescue work Reynolds came across a British Special
Operative, Ivan Lyon who showed interest in this Japanese fishing
trawler. Reynolds and Lyon realised that if they could get people
out of Singapore in the boat without attracting the attention of the Japanese, then they could
get back into Singapore waters. This was the genius of what became known as Operation
Jaywick.
This trawler eventually reached Australia in 1942 and was renamed Krait after a small deadly
South East Asian snake and, possibly also, the fact that it sounds like “crate” which describes
its appearance.
After many months of trying to convince the military authorities in Australia of the worth of a
raid on Singapore, approval was given – code named Operation Jaywick. The crew of 14 chosen included the British officer Major Ivan Lyon with the remainder being mostly Royal Australian Naval (RAN) volunteers.
Delays occurred due to major engine repairs, however on the afternoon of 2 Sept 1943, the Krait left
Exmouth NW Western Australia bound for Java’s
Lombok Strait. This entire operation depended on
their ability to masquerade as native fishermen operating a Japanese fishing vessel. To achieve this,
all the crew wore native-style sarongs and their
white skin covered with brown body-stain. On the 6
Sept, well clear of Australian waters, Lyon ordered
the Japanese flag to be hoisted out on the Krait’s
stern.
When they were approximately 30 km from Singapore Harbour, they unloaded supplies, three
collapsible kayaks known as folboats and six men. From here it was up to those six, armed
with magnetic limpet mines, to paddle the rest of the way into the harbour and blowup enemy
shipping.
cont. p. 2
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The approach to Singapore Harbour took three nights of paddling and hiding by day in the jungle of near-by islands.
On the night of the 26/27 Sept 1943, the three teams with blackened faces and their blackened
clothing rendering them almost invisible, allowed them to slip through the harbour defences undetected and place their magnetic limpet mines in position.
They then paddled to shelter on a nearby island before the timed mines exploded in the early
hours of the 27 Sept. The men then paddled another 80 km to rendezvous with the Krait which
had spent two weeks circling in the South China Sea, waiting to return to the prearranged pick
up at Pongpong Island.
This commando raid was successful, sinking or badly damaging seven Japanese ships in Singapore Harbour.
The Krait was later used as transport for intelligence gathering missions to islands in the area
including Bura, Aru, Ceram, Banda and Saparua. During this period Krait carried several Japanese prisoners as well as many army survey teams and a naval intelligence office.
The model kit:
The kit is still in current production and readily
available. Also available with the kit is a 3 DVD
set of detailed instructions to assist in building
the model
The build:
1.
The bulkheads have been
sanded back to the scored line with
80 grade garnet paper wrapped
around an oval sectioned rod. Dry
fitting of them to the keel required no
adjustment. No gluing at this stage.

2.
Two coats of satin varnish have
been applied to the deck.

3.
The bulkheads are glued to
the keel and held perpendicular to
the keel with fold back clips. The
weight of the file is used to keep
the keel vertical.

cont. p. 3
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4.
The first of the bow blocks has been
shaped, glued and clamped in place.

5a. I could not completely shape the smaller bow
blocks.

5b. The
incompletely
shaped bow block is glued
in place

5c. Final shaping is completed in situ.

6.
The transom is shaped,
glued and clamped to the
keel and rearmost bulkhead.

7.
The stern blocks are
glued between the rear
most bulkheads.

8.
Other stern blocks are
glued below the transom.

9.
The deck is glued and
clamped to the upper edge
of the bulkheads and keel,
after trial fitting, the deck
was removed with the
clamps left on. Glue was
applied and the deck refitted. Rubber bands were
then applied. This was a
very rapid method of fastening the deck to the
frame.
cont. p. 4
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10. The
wheelhouse
and engine
compartment frames
are glued in
place..

12. A few areas of the
deck did not come down
onto the bulkheads.

13. These areas were glued
and pulled down onto the
bulkheads by using the fold
back clips and rubber bands.

11. The
propeller
housing is
glued in
place.

14. Here the edge of the
bulkhead did not line up
exactly with the deck edge
so planking was added.

15. 9 pairs of
stanchion supports are glued
and clamped to
the underside of
the deck.

16. The first
plank (at
deck level) is
trial fitted,
glued and
clamped in
position.

17. This
photo shows
how the first
plank was
held in position at the
bow.

cont. p. 5
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18. A view
at the bow
of the first
nine planks
completed.

19. A view
of the nine
planks at the
stern

20. The first plank
adjacent to the keel
(garboard plank) is
glued and clamped
in place.

21. I had difficulty planking
around the propeller housing
so I glued a
block of balsa in
place. The rubber band and
green lid act as
the clamp.

23. The first
stanchions
are glued in
place.

22. The balsa has been
shaped to suit
the propeller
housing area.

24. All
stanchions
are now fitted along the
deck, and
transom
stanchions
and frame
are fitted and
glued.
cont. p. 6
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25. The jig used
to bend the bulwarks into shape.
Bulwarks were immersed in boiling
water for about 20
minutes before
placing in the jig

26. The bulwarks have
been glued to
the stanchions.
Some stanchions were
set incorrectly
and wedges
had to be
glued into the
gaps.

28. The transom is completely
planked. Tapering of
these planks
was required.

30. Bow
view of sanded hull.

27. The
first transom
plank is fastened in
place

29. Stern
view of sanded hull..

31.Gyprock
plaster was
added to improve the
hull shape.

cont. p. 7
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32. The method I used to apply the final layer of planking was a combination of a) and b).
a) beside a glued plank, lay the next plank, letting it follow the curve of the hull as it lays on
top of the glued plank; mark and trim the glued plank, then glue on the new plank.
b) determining how many planks will be needed by pinning scraps to the widest position of
the hull; approx. every 50 mm along the hull, measure the gap that needs filling and divide
this gap by the number of planks. This gives the width of the plank at this position. Taper
the plank down to this width.
I hope this makes sense.

32a

32b

32c

32d

32e

32f

32g

32h

32i

34. Any gaps between
the planks are filled.

35. The stern post, knee
and transom keel block are
glued and pinned.

33. Planks are glued and
clamped onto the transom
with rubber bands. .

cont. p. 8
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36. Three
sections of the
keel are glued
in place.

38. Lengths
of planking
are shaped
and glued between the
horns of the
first bulkhead.
.

40. The rear wale has
been shaped and glued and
clamped in pace.

41. The wale along the
hull has been shaped,
bent and pinned in place.

43. The inside of the
bulwarks and
transom
frame are
painted.

37. The
propeller
housing
components
are shaped
and glued in
place.

39. Two
coats of matt
black are applied to the
hull.

42. An upper wale is
shaped and glued to the
hull.

44. The
central cap
rail is shaped,
glued and
pinned in position.

cont. p. 9
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45. The bow
cap rails are
glued and held
in place by the
weight of the
three containers on the timber.

46. The midship and transom cap rails
are glued and
held in place
by the weight
of the containers nd the rubber band tensioned files.

47. Rubber bands and pins
hold the bow extensions in
position.

48. The wheelhouse
walls have had windows
added and are painted.

49. The wheelhouse walls
are glued and clamped in
place.

50. The engine compartment components have windows added and are painted.

51. The engine component walls are glued and
clamped in position.

52. The engine compartment roof is glued and held
in place with a steel block.

54. The canopy rear edge
has been painted and is
glued and clamped in position

55. The radial frames are
glued in place.

53. The canopy frames
have been painted and are
glued and clamped in position.

cont. p. 10
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56. The canopy sides are
fitted.

57. The
rear canopy
edge has
been fitted
and the first
layer of
planking has
been fitted to
the canopy
frame.

58. Below is shown 3 stages in the application of planks to form the canopy. Note the different methods used to clamp the planks in place.

58a Pegs and helping hand
clamp

58b Pegs, planking clamps
and pins.

59. The parallel planking
is finished and
the tapered
planking at the
rear has been
started.
.

61. The
Gyprock
plaster has
been applied
to the low
areas.

58c Pegs, rubber bands and
planking clamps.

60. All the
planking at
the canopy
rear has been
completed.

62. The
plaster has
been sanded.

cont. p. 11
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63. The calico is cut to fit
up to the wheelhouse wall.
While in position a solution
of 50/50 PVA and water is
painted over the calico.

64. Once dry, the calico is
trimmed up to the edge of
the canopy. The diluted PVA
prevents the calico from
fraying when cut.

65. To get the calico to follow the rounded end, a cut
was made at a suitable position and a wedge of calico
removed

66. The flanges, exhaust
pipe and ventilator have
been added.

67. The navigation housings and lamps are painted.

68. Navigation lamps have
been added and the name
plates are glued and clamped
to the top of the wheelhouse.

69.- 70
Two
views showing
the progress.
.

71. Two
practice curtains on different diameter rods,
(toothpick on
left and
skewer on
right).

72. I decided to use the
skewer due to
its larger diameter. Two
weights are
used to hold
the top edge
of calico over
the skewer.
cont. p. 12
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73. The
rolled curtains are
glued and
pinned in position

75. Edges of deck hatch
bases are painted.

76. Calico is glued onto the
deck hatch covers

74. The extended curtains are fixed
in position

77. Hatch bases and covers
are glued in position

78. The
hand rails
are made
with brass
eye pins
and brass
rods.
.

79. The
hand rails
are glued to
wheelhouse.
.
.

80. The
rudder components are
shaped and
ready to be
glued.

81. The rudder is assembled and
painted.

cont. p. 13
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82. Luckily I
own a lathe
and could
use it to taper the mast.

83. The
mast components have
been shaped,
painted and
ready for assembly.

84. The upper section
of the mast is
partly assembled.

85. The lower section of
the mast is
assembled

86. The
fairleads
and net
guides are
glued in
place.
.

88. The furled sail, boom
and gaff are lashed together.

87. The
forestay
brace has
been manufactured
and glued in
place.

90. A close up view of the
boom and gaff mast fastenings.

89. The boom is glued onto the rest on the mast and
the gaff is fastened to the
mast with the parrels.

cont. p. 14
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92. The boom
supports are
glued in place
on the deck. To
increase the
rigidity of the
rigging at this
stage, I glued
the gaff and
boom to the
mast and glued
the boom to the
boom supports.

91. The
boom supports are
stained,
tied and
glued together.
.

93 These photos
show stages in organising the rigging.
93a
93b

94. Dummy turnbuckles
are made from 2 X 2mm
limewood and eye pins.

95. The forestay is set between the eye pin in the
mast and the turnbuckle.

96. The shrouds are fastened to the mast head and
turnbuckles.
98. The Krait is positioned so that the
timber pieces can
rest horizontally on
the shrouds. All the
shrouds on one side
were glued in position and once dry,
they were fastened
with line.

97. 1 x
2mm
lengths of
timber are
glued between the
shrouds.

cont. p. 15
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99. The
anchors
have been
assembled.

100. One anchor is attached
to the port tieoff rail; the other
lays on the deck
with the chain
wound around
the samson rail.

101. Holes are
drilled in the
hull and the
drain ports are
glued in place.

102 Rope
coils are made
on double sided tape.
Thinned PVA
glue is painted
on and when
dry, they are
prised off then
fastened to the
deck

103. Rope
coils are made
and glued onto the mast
cleats. Chatterbox issues
9 and 38,
show how
these are
made.

105. PVA
glue is used
to fasten the
paper flag to
aluminium
foil.

104. The
cords that
represent the
aerial have
been positioned.

106. The
flag is complete and
fastened to
the flag staff.

cont. p. 16
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COMPLETED MODEL

THE KRAIT TODAY
At present the Krait is in Darling Harbour at the Australian Maritime Museum Wharf, (on loan from the Australian War Memorial).

A large plaque is positioned adjacent to the
Krait.
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